PS-081 Generator Relocation Bracket
For 1955-59 small block V8 passenger cars w ith stock power steering generator/pump and
late model power brake booster with dual master cylinder.
The bracket in this kit is not a 90 degree bend. It took 2 years of experimenting with the most common PB booster/MCs to finalize the bracket shape.
Assembling the brackets in the most common configuration (as shown below) moves the MOUNTING POINT of the gen about 7/8" in and about 2" up. Since the
generator pivots at the mounting point, the final position of the generator in that configuration is within a short arc using the stock belt and adjusting brace. Using a
different belt size and different adjusting brace can change that arc.
The brackets can also be assembled together many different ways giving you even more flexibility in the generator position but would likely require a different belt
and/or adjusting brace.
INSTRUCTIONS
Disconnect battery. Label generator wires then remove wires from generator. Remove pump hoses, be careful to catch any fluid. Loosen bolt on generator adjusting
arm. Relieve tension on belt then remove belt. Remove adjusting bolt. Remove generator hardware at lower bracket, then remove generator/pump assembly from
lower bracket. Remove lower bracket from exhaust manifold.
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SEE PHOTO 1. Using the hardware provided, attach your existing bracket to the NARROW flange of PS-081 bracket. Make sure the front of existing bracket is
oriented to the front of PS-081 bracket. The assembly should look like PHOTO 1.
SEE PHOTOS 2 AND 3. Attach bracket assembly to exhaust manifold with existing hardware. Attach generator/pump assembly to bracket assembly with existing
hardware. (NOTE: 1955 generator rear pump brace will require modification.) Attach adjusting arm to generator with existing hardware. Reinstall belt and re-tension
belt. Reattach pump hoses; piping may need slight adjustment to fit under master cylinder. Reattach wires to generator. Connect battery.
NOTE: The PS-081 bracket can be turned upside down, and/or the lower generator bracket can be attached on top or below the PS-081 bracket, in order to fit
different PB booster/dual MC combinations. This may change the length of belt and adjusting bracket required.

POLARIZE GENERATOR
Before starting the engine, MOMENTARILY connect a short jumper wire between the "ARM" and "BAT" terminals on the voltage regulator (the wire may or may not
spark.) Failure to polarize the generator can lead to severe damage to the voltage regulator and generator.

BLEED POWER STEERING SYSTEM
Jack up front wheels and place car on stands. Do not use ramps. Wheels must be free to turn. Fill pump with fluid. BEFORE STARTING ENGINE, turn the steering
wheel lock to lock several times. Refill pump with fluid. Again turn steering wheel lock to lock several times. Check fluid level and refill as needed. Start and run
engine for at least 10 seconds with wheels in a straight ahead position. Refill pump with fluid. Run engine for at least 10 seconds, then turn wheels in both directions
LIGHTLY against stops. Refill pump with fluid to correct level. Let down front wheels and test drive vehicle. Refer to Shop Manual for troubleshooting chart if
necessary.
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